Abstract: This paper considers the peculiarities of the application of the real options method for assessing the economic efficiency of venture investments in innovative projects from the venture fund's position. The results of the practical use of the author's approach for the evaluation of venture investments with real options are analyzed. The paper shows the applicability of the real options concept to the valuation of the effectiveness of venture capital investments. The use of the real options method raises the accuracy of the estimation and enhances the instruments of the venture fund in evaluating the economic efficiency of innovative projects.
Introduction
With current financial theories, traditional approaches to the assessment of the efficiency of investment projects very often show their limitations, since most of them are not suitable for projects implemented in conditions with high risk and uncertainty. Traditional discounted cash flow analysis (the NPVmethod) is based on the assumption that after making a decision on starting an investment project, the management should follow the initially chosen strategy even in adverse circumstances. However, after starting the project's implementation, the company's management can change the initial plan, for example, to expand or constrict the scope of the project, change the "inputs" or "outputs" of the project, abandon further implementation of the project, or "freeze" it for a certain period of time, once new information becomes available.
In this regard new methods of valuing innovative projects become particularly important. Among such instruments is the real options method. The most important feature of this method is its compliance with the rapidly changing economic environment in which a company operates, as well as taking into account the company's managerial flexibility in making decisions. The real options theory can explain the fact, which is known from practice, that investors often do not abandon projects with a negative NPV (Net Present Value), as the situation may change for the better, and the real option, which is incorporated in the innovative project, can be used. As a result, the net present value of the project will be positive.
The real options concept has developed as a result of the transfer of risk management instruments, that use option contracts, from the financial sector to the real sector of the economy. The real options theory is an alternative view on investments and projects' effectiveness valuations. The basis of the theory is the assumption that it is possible to present an investment project schematically as a financial option.
A financial option is a contract, which gives the buyer (or the owner) the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset or instrument at a specified strike price on or before a specified date. A real option is an option on a non-financial asset. The underlying asset of the real option is the cash flow of the investment project.
As venture capital investments are characterized by high risks and high returns, and they often have a phased nature, the traditional NPV method can be supplemented by other methods, which allow a more accurate valuation of the effectiveness of risky projects to be obtained. Meanwhile the existing valuation models of real options have certain limitations in their application for the purpose of assessing venture investments.
In the article the following results were obtained:
1. The peculiarities of the application of the real options method for assessing the economic efficiency of venture investments in innovative projects from the venture fund's position were determined.
Russian financial managers. It is known from experience that only one investment company uses this method ("Laboratory of investments "LABRATE"). Therefore one of the objectives of our research was the extension of the practical use of the real options method for project analysis in Russia. So, for this case we have taken Russian innovative project in the industrial sector and have estimated it's effectiveness by the order of the initiators.
Literature Review
In Russia there are separate works on venture capital financing and real options. But no research has been done concerning the application of the real options method to the venture capital financing of innovative projects up to now. We will analyze the work of foreign scientists concerning this problem, unfortunately the amount of such research work is quite limited.
According to which way is chosen of using the real options method in venture capital investing, the papers analyzed by us can be split into four groups. We will begin our analysis with considering the papers of the first group. Botteron and Casanova (2003) proposed an option pricing model that made it possible to evaluate the flexibility acquired by a venture capitalist when he staged his investment process. The authors consider the start-up value as a value of two options, namely, a European call-option and a European binary call-option.
The formula developed by Black and Scholes (1973) to value a European call-option and the formula proposed by Geske (1979) to value a two-stage compound European call-option can be applied only in the case of the constant volatility of the underlying asset's value. Hsu in his work (2002) modified these formulae to evaluate options with timedependent volatility. In this paper the process of decision-making by a venture capitalist to invest in the staged manner is analyzed in the light of the principal-agent problem. A venture capitalist can invest up front in the form of a one-time fixed amount or he can cut his investment into several stages. Staged investment is treated as a compound European calloption with time-dependent volatility. To assess the value of this option Hsu (2002) modified the Geske's formula. Venture financing involving a one-time fixed amount is treated as a straight European call-option but with time-dependent volatility. To assess the value of this option the author modified the BlackScholes formula (Hsu 2002) . Gong et al. (2006) proposed a model of the elementary compound options valuation. They introduced time-dependent volatility into the model of valuing a multistage compound real option based on the model of valuing a multistage compound real option with constant volatility, as proposed by Lin (2002) . Willner (1995) proposed to value a start-up as a real option. To determine the dynamics of changing the underlying asset value, the Poisson process instead of the Winner process was used in the model. Let us make a critical analysis of the papers. Botteron and Casanova's (2003) paper stated that a venture project (a start-up is nothing else than a project) was an underlying asset. In our opinion the underlying asset is not the whole venture project but a portion of the shares of the investee company, since a venture capitalist owns only a portion of the shares but not the whole project (start-up).
In his paper, Hsu (2002) does not give an interpretation of the Black-Scholes formula elements. In all the reviewed papers the analysis is made in terms of a venture project as a whole. The cash flows of the venture capitalist and the cash flows of the project itself are not separated. No approbation of the proposed models of assessing the options value based on real innovation projects with venture financing is made in the papers considered above. A common feature of the papers of the first group is a high degree of mathematization while any economic interpretation of the parameters included in the proposed models of valuing real options in venture financing is not given.
Let us consider the second group of papers. In their paper, Huixia and Tao (2010) used a binomial model of option valuation in the case of venture financing, with the focus being on American-style options. However, the peculiarities of venture financing are not analyzed. It is not explained why it is the binomial model that is chosen for the venture financing case. Any approbation of the binomial model based on real data from innovative projects with venture financing is not made. Seppa and Laamanen (2001) arrived at the conclusion that the binomial model was more appropriate for the valuation of venture capital investments than the traditional method of discounted cash flow.
Let us now analyze the third group of papers. In Li's (2008) paper, the decision to stage the investment process is viewed as a choice between holding an option on investing later (an investment delay) and investing now to obtain an option on further staged investment. The authors Tong and Li (2010) claimed that when making initial investments, venture capitalists obtain an option on expansion, an option on the project abandonment and an option on an investment delay. We believe that in the venture financing of innovative projects, all these three types of real options could be combined into one type, namely the compound call option on staged investment, which will reflect the specificity of venture financing.
Wadhwa and Phelps (2010) in their paper characterized corporate venture financing as a two-stage compound option. An initial venture capital investment created a compound growth option. Forming a strategic alliance with a portfolio company was viewed as exercising the second stage of this option.
Let us move to the last or fourth group of papers. Vanhaverbeke et al. (2008) analyzed the advantages of external corporate venture financing as "open innovation practices" in terms of the real options. They claimed that it was necessary to take into account the value of the real options but they do not explain how to assess this value or by using what models.
The authors of the papers in the fourth group (Vanhaverbeke et al. 2008; Kulatilaka and Toschi 2011) wrote about the usefulness of the real options theory in the analysis of venture financing, but they confined themselves to detailed verbose reasoning without making any analysis of models of the real options valuation that emerged in the venture financing of investment projects. Besides, they do not make any calculations Also let's make a brief review of other studies, in which the authors apply Geske's formula to compound real options valuations in multi-stage investments. Carr (1988) , building on Margrabe (1978) and Geske (1979) , provided the valuation of sequential exchange options. Lee and Paxson (2000 a) suggested a two-point confined exponential extrapolation method for the American option, by extending Geske and Johnson's (1984) compound option approach. The value of such an American sequential exchange option is given in Lee and Paxson (2000 b) . Lee and Paxson (2001) in their work modeled the stages of R&D ex-pense and the ultimate discovery using real sequential (compound) exchange American option models. Herath and Park (2002) investigated a multi-stage project setting, where each investment opportunity derived revenues from different markets but shared common technological resources. They extend the binomial lattice framework to model a multi-stage investment as a compound real option. Jensen and Warren (2001) in their paper examined the practicalities of applying the real options theory to valuing research in the service sector, where the relationship between research and subsequent business benefits is less easily discerned than in most previous applications of the options theory in, e.g. the pharmaceutical industry. The paper used a compound options model, the Geske model, based on a three-phase lifecycle consisting of research, development and deployment. All these papers had a high degree of mathematization, while any economic in-depth interpretation of the parameters included in the proposed models of valuing the real options was not given.
Having made a critical survey of the studies in which the real options method was used in analyzing the venture financing of investment projects we can make the following conclusions. In Russia not many researchers are now working on this problem. However, studies concerned with the use of the real options method for the evaluation of the efficiency of investment projects with venture financing, carried out by foreign researchers are also scarce. In these papers any economic interpretation of the parameters included in the proposed models of the real options valuation that emerge in the venture financing of investment projects is often not given. In all of the reviewed papers the analysis has been done from the point of view of the investment project as a whole. In our opinion, it is necessary to separate the cash flows of the venture fund and the cash flows of the project itself. A venture fund has its own cash flows, which are different from those of the entire project under analysis. An approbation of the proposed models based on real innovation projects with venture financing is not made. To our mind the case for a venture capital investment is a compound real call option with time-dependent volatility.
Methods
Venture capital investments are characterized by high risk levels and high uncertainty, and they often have a phased nature. Moreover, each phase of a venture investment has its own risk level. So, the model, which could be used for the valuation of the real options in the venture financing of innovative projects should take into account the different levels of risk at the different phases of the investment. Geske (1979) created a formula for the evaluation of the two-stage compound European call-option. But Geske's formula can be applied only in the case of the constant volatility of the underlying asset's value. Hsu in his work (2002) modified this formula to evaluate options with a time-dependent volatility (the modified Geske's formula).
In this paper we used the modified version of Geske's formula, but we have changed the sense bearing understanding of the entry parameters of the model. We believe that when assessing the value of the real options in a venture capital investment, it should be taken into account that there are differences between the cash flow of the entire innovative project and the cash flow of the venture fund. For instance, the venture fund's investment may be less than the investment for the entire project. Positive cash flows for the venture fund are less than the positive flows for the entire innovative project. Thus, we are considering the economic efficiency of venture investments in innovative projects from the venture fund's position. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the venture investment buying a share purchase call option at the beginning of the investment process.
Let's appraise the efficiency of the innovative project from the point of view of the venture fund, both by the traditional method of the discounted cash flow (a standard calculation) and using the real options method. We will now describe the suggested procedure in detail.
The first step is to determine the innovative project's efficiency from the viewpoint of the venture fund using the traditional method of discounted cash flows. This step includes an estimation of the cash flows of the venture fund, it's net present value and the internal rate of return (NPV v and IRR v respectively) for different variants of the venture fund's share in the charter capital of the investee company (starting from 25% with a step up of 4%, for shares of 29%, 33%, 41%, 45%, 49%) and different values of the price-earnings ratio for the shares (P/E = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).
The second step is to determine the innovative project's efficiency from the viewpoint of the venture fund by using the real options method (an estimation taking into account the value of the compound call option). This step includes the following: An estimation of the internal rate of return of the venture fund taking into account the value of the compound call option as an additional cash flow, which appears at the very moment of the venture fund's "exit" from the business of the investee company.
The compound call option for the venture fund with a changed sense bearing un- is multiplied by the fund's share. There is no analytical solution of the equation (10.2). So, to find the figure for the critical value of the investee company's equity shares at moment T 1 it is necessary to use an optimization method. Such optimization procedures as Newton's method and the conjugated gradient method are realized in Microsoft Excel. Since these methods give practically the same result, we can use either of them.
Selling the shares at moment T 2 the venture fund will lose the current period's profit in proportion to its share of the charter capital in the investee company. We consider this figure to be its implicit costs and the exercise price of the internal call option:
where NPAT total Exit is the net profit (total) in the year of the "exit" by the venture fund from the business it invested in; S is the share of the venture fund in the charter capital of the investee company.
The current value of the underlying asset in our interpretation is the current value of an equity share of the investee company, which is owned by the venture fund (V v ). It is the evaluation of the income that the venture fund will get from the sale of its shares.
The risk-free interest rate r in our calculations will be 7 percent. This figure is taken as an average of deposit rates for alternative assets like long-term deposits in the largest and safest Russian banks as on 19.09.2011 ("The Rosselkhozbank," "The Sberbank of Russia," "Gazprombank," and the "VTB Group"). 
Let's convert the sum:
We put the value of l (see formula (10.4), Appendix 10) and get the fraction:
In the obtained fraction the parameter (4) where (x,y) is a two-dimensional random vari-
is the correlation coefficient of the random variables x and y. The calculation of the two-dimensional standard normal distribution functions including double integrals can be made using the Maple 14 program package. The one-dimensional standard normal distribution function can be calculated using the Microsoft Excel statistical function.
Results and Discussion
The author's modification of the real options method for determining the valuation of venture capital investments from the venture fund's position was approbated using data from a real venture project in the industrial sector in Russia. The data from this real company were used to construct a financial model, to make calculations and to draw conclusions. The company's management kindly provided us with the initial data for our calculations, with the condition that we will not disclose the company's name and the name of its products.
This company uses innovations in its manufacturing process and is going to implement an innovative project. The core purpose of this project is to organize the production
of its innovative products using its own production facilities. The project will increase the company's profits, as the increase in its production capacity will ensure the growth of sales associated with its introduction of new products onto the market, and increase the market share of its existing products.
The total amount of financing required from external sources to implement the project is 232,000,000 Rubles (7,282,000 USD). Since the subject of our analysis is the venture fund let us consider the financing of the project by the venture fund only. It is assumed that the venture fund will invest on a staged basis: 35,000,000 Rubles (1,100,000 USD) in 2009 and 197,000,000 Rubles (6,182,000 USD) in 2010. The company-initiator of the project in its turn will invests the following resources: Its intangible assets (Russian, European and American patents), a well-known brand name, the know-how (technology and formulation of the products), its unique equipment (the company-initiator was actively involved in the development of this equipment, with the know-how being partly realized in this equipment). The cash flow forecast for the entire innovative project is presented in Appendix 1. The calculated indicators of the economic efficiency of the entire project by the traditional discounted cash flow method (the NPVmethod) are given in Appendix 2. We have appraised the efficiency of the innovative project from the point of view of the venture fund by the traditional method using the NPV method (a standard calculation) and using the real options method.
Let us determine the innovative project efficiency from the viewpoint of the venture fund by the traditional NVP method (a standard calculation).
From practical experience it is known that a venture fund, as a rule, considers the possibility of investing in a project beginning with 25% plus one share of the investee company (purchasing a blocking parcel of shares). The blocking parcel of shares allows their owners to impose a veto on the Board of Directors' decisions. The venture fund has its own cash flows, which are separate from the general cash flows for the entire project. The composition of the venture fund's financial flows is shown in Table  10 .1, Appendix 10.
Let us take eight variant methods of calculating the cash flows of a venture fund. We will calculate the venture fund's cash flows, and the indicators of the fund's investment effectiveness IRR v and NPV v , for different variants of the venture fund's share in the equity capital of the investee company. The necessary calculations for every variant will be made using various values of the P/E (PriceEarnings ratio for the shares): For P/E = 2, 3, 4, 5, i.e., the rate of return is 50 percent, 33.3 percent, 25 percent, and 20 percent per year while for P/E = 6 and 7 the rate of return is 16.7 percent and 14.3 percent per year respectively. Now let us calculate the cash flows, NPV v and IRR v of the venture fund for the different years of the venture fund's exit from the business: In the years 2018, 2017, 2016, 2015, 2014 and 2013 . The venture fund will exit from the investee company in the year when the IRR v values of the venture fund are at their maximum.
The results of the standard calculation of the venture fund's internal rate of return IRR v for the different years of the fund's exit from the business of the investee company with different levels of shareholding by the fund, and different P/E values are given in Appendix 3. This calculation is referred to as the "standard" because it is made without taking into account the value of the compound call option.
The calculation of the cash flows for the NPV v and IRR v of the venture fund for the different years of "exit" have demonstrated that the venture fund must exit the invested business in 2018 because this year sees the highest internal rate of return for the venture fund. The venture fund will vary its share in the equity capital of the investee company from 25 percent to 49 percent because the current owners of the company want to retain the majority shareholding.
Let us calculate the cash flows of the venture fund and the returns on investment IRR v and NPV v for the year of "exit" 2018 for different levels of shareholding by the venture fund in the equity capital of the investee company (starting from 25% with a step of 4%, for shareholdings of 29%, 33%, 41%, 45%, 49%) and different values of the priceearnings ratio for the shares (P/E = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) using the traditional NPV-method. To obtain the net present value for the fund NPV Let us analyze the obtained results. We know from our practical experience that acceptable internal rates of return to the fund start at 20 percent. According to our calculations the IRR v acceptable to the fund is observed with a 25 percent shareholding, and a P/E = 7: IRR v = 20 percent. Although this return, at only 14.3 percent, is rather low.
With the share of the venture fund in the total equity of the investee company at 29 percent the IRR v equals 20 percent or more only when the P/E = 6 (IRR v = 20%) or the P/E = 7 (IRR v = 22%). However the obtained internal rates of return, while acceptable, are still rather low ("lower limit"). Acceptable ) and the Shares Held by the Fund E = 6, the IRR v = 27 percent; with a 49 percent shareholding at P/E = 5, the IRR v = 26 percent, and at P/E = 6 the IRR v = 29 percent. With the fund's shareholding at 41 percent and a P/E = 6 the IRR v = 26 percent. Thus, the higher the shareholding of the equity capital of the investee company by the venture fund and the higher the P/E ratio are, the higher is the internal rate of return for the venture fund (see Figure 2) . We see that the positive NPV v of the venture fund starts with the fund's shareholding at 29 percent. With a P/E = 6, the NPV v is 370,000 Rubles; at a P/E = 7, the NPV v is 27,652,000 Rubles. With the fund's shareholding at 33 percent, the NPV v of the fund is positive only when the P/E = 6 (NPV v = 27,892,000 Rubles) and at P/E = 7 (NPV v = 58,937,000 Rubles). But the value P/E = 7, that is, a return of 14.3 percent per year is rather low. Also the positive NPV v of the venture fund for shareholdings of 29 percent, 33 percent, 37 percent, 41 percent, 45 percent and 49 percent is only when the discount rate is 20 percent, which is the bottom limit for a "venture" rate.
For the discount rates of 30 percent and 35 percent the NPV v is negative. The NPV v is positive with the discount rate equal to 30 percent only when the fund's shareholding is 49 percent and the P/E = 7 (NPV v = 8,825,000 Rubles). Thus, on true "venture" terms acceptable to the fund, the NPV v of the fund is negative, that is, the project does not provide sufficient returns to the venture fund and should be rejected by the investment committee. Rubles is required) (see Appendix 1). This sum of 35,000,000 Rubles is needed to pay for the administrative expenses and approvals (monitoring of the project, the investment agreement and the land lease); the design (feasibility study (a booklet), a working draft, engineering works, and (gas) energy supplies) and building construction (pre-payment, basement and ground floor construction). Thus, the period of expiration of the compound (external) call option T 1 is 1 year. The period of expiration of the internal call option T 2 is 9 years. As we are calculating the value of the compound call option for the venture fund at the moment of investment, that is, at the moment when a decision to invest has been taken, t is the starting moment: t = 0. will be 157,580,000 Rubles.
Let us evaluate

V
v is the value of the underlying asset of the internal call option at the moment of its expiration, that is, in the year 2018, at the net present value at the moment of evaluation. The assets the venture fund acquires the right to buy at the moment T 1 are nothing but the venture fund's income it can get at the moment T 2 after selling the shares bought at the moment T 1 . The value V v is nothing but the terminal value of the project for the venture fund TER v in the year of the "exit" of the fund from the business of the investee company (in the year 2018). It is the evaluation of the income that the venture fund will get from the sale of its shares. For example, for the fund's shareholding of 49 percent with the price-earnings ratio for the shares P/E = 6 the V v will be: Sholes' formula, with the decrease in the level of uncertainty the option value will decline. In other words, in order to reach the same level of profit with a lower level of uncertainty and at a lower option value at the moment T 1, the price of the investee company's business should be higher. In this case the decrease in the option value, as a result of the decrease in is compensated for by the higher value of the business at the moment T 1 . This result, in our opinion, shows the contradiction between the traditional methods of investment effectiveness' evaluation and the real options approach. In the first case a positive decision on investment will be more likely in the case of the lower volatility of the underlying asset, and, therefore, with the lower uncertainty of the development of the project. In the second case the high level of uncertainty is considered as a factor contributing to the growth of the assets' value, generated as a result of the investment project's implementation. Since the compound call option value is practically independent of the ó Figure 8 shows the net present value of the venture fund with 49% of the charter capital of the investee company at various P/E values and the discount rate at 20 percent. Figure 9 demonstrates the net present value of the venture fund with 49% of the charter capital at various P/E values and the discount rate at 35 percent. The standard calculation of the internal rate of return of the venture fund and the calculation with the real option are presented in Figure 10 . So, we can obser ve that when in corporating the estimate of the real option, the internal rate of return and the net present value of the venture fund improve. In the calculations using the real options method, the innovative project has a positive value and should be funded by a venture capital investor. 
Conclusion
1. The peculiarities of the application of the real options method for assessing venture capital investments in innovative projects were revealed. The options approach is applicable to the evaluation of innovative projects by venture capitalists, but only taking into account the specific features of venture investments.
2. The author's modification of the real options method from the point of view of its application to the venture capital's financing of innovative projects and its approbation using data on venture projects were presented. The entry parameters of the modified version of Geske's formula were construed from the venture fund's position.
3. The practical viability of the author's approach was demonstrated. The use of the real options method raises the accuracy of the estimation and enhances the instruments of the venture fund in evaluating the economic efficiency of innovative projects. This will allow the practical use of the real options method for analyzing projects by venture funds to be expanded. Calculation taking into account the value of the compound call option Venture fund's share 24% P/E = 2 5% 5% P/E = 3 9% 9% P/E = 4 12% 14% P/E = 5 15% 19% P/E = 6 17% 22% P/E = 7 19% 25% Venture fund's share 25% P/E = 2 5% 5% P/E = 3 10% 10% P/E = 4 13% 15% P/E = 5 15% 20% P/E = 6 18% 23% P/E = 7 20% 26% Venture fund's share 29% P/E = 2 7% 8% P/E = 3 12% 13% P/E = 4 15% 18% P/E = 5 18% 23% P/E = 6 20% 26% P/E = 7 22% 29% Venture fund's share 33% P/E = 2 9% 9% P/E = 3 14% 16% P/E = 4 17% 21% P/E = 5 20% 25% P/E = 6 22% 28% P/E = 7 24% 31% Venture fund's share 37% P/E = 2 11% 11% P/E = 3 15% 18% P/E = 4 19% 23% P/E = 5 22% 27% P/E = 6 24% 31% P/E = 7 26% 33%
APPENDIX 4, Calculation taking into account the value of the compound call option Venture fund's share 41% P/E = 2 13% 13% P/E = 3 17% 20% P/E = 4 20% 26% P/E = 5 23% 30% P/E = 6 26% 33% P/E = 7 28% 35% Venture fund's share 45% P/E = 2 14% 15% P/E = 3 19% 22% P/E = 4 22% 27% P/E = 5 25% 31% P/E = 6 27% 35% P/E = 7 29% 37% Venture fund's share 49% P/E = 2 16% 17% P/E = 3 20% 24% P/E = 4 23% 29% P/E = 5 26% 33% P/E = 6 29% 36%
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